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1. Statement of Mayer-Vietoris formula for determinants 
Let (M. ,g) be a closed oriented Riemannian manifold of dimension d and r be an oriented 
submanifold of codimension I. We denote by u the unit normal vector field along T. Let Mr be the 
compact manifold with boundary P+ LI P- obtained by cutting M along r , where I? and r ~ arc 
copies of T and denote by p : Mr + M the identification map. The vector field u has the lift on 
MI7 which we denote by u again. Denote by rt the component of the boundary where the lift 
ot‘ v points outward. Given a smooth vector bundle E -+ M, denote by Et- the pull back of 
E + A4 to Mr by p. Let A : Cm(E) + Cm(E) be an elliptic, essentially self-adjoint, positive 
definite differential operator of Laplace-Beltrami type, where we say that A is of Laplace-- 
Beltrami type if A is an operator of order 2 whose principal symbol is o~,(x. c) = IIt 11’ Id.,. 
Id, E Et&(E,, E,). We denote by Ar : C”( El-) -+ P( Er) the extension of A to smooth 
sections of E,,. 
Consider Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions B, C on Tf LI I‘- defined as follows: 
B : C”(E,-) -+ C”(Erlr-ur-), B(f) = flr+ur 7 
C : Ca‘(E,-) + Cm(Erlftur-), C(f) = ~(,f>lr-ur . 
Consider ;\r,H_= (Ar, B) : C”(Er) + P(E,-) @ Cm(ErJrtur-). From the properties of 
4 it follows that Ar,b is invertible. Therefore we can define the corresponding Poisson operator 
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Ps as the restriction of A,\ to 0 $ P(E ,- r+ur-). Denote by AB the restriction of A,,, on 1 
{u E P(Er) ) B(u) = 0). Then AB is also essentially self-adjoint and positive definite 
(cf. Lemma 3.1). This (using standard analytic continuation technique due to Seeley (cf. [4])) 
allows us to define 
logDet(A) = -$is=a tr & J’ h-“(h - A)-’ dh, 
; 
logDet(Ar, B) = --$ Is=o tr 2ni 1 hP(h - Ag)-’ dh, 
Y 
where y is a path around the negative real axis, 
{pP ( cm > p 3 ~}U(ce~~ 1 n 3 f3 > -n}U(pe-'a ) E <p =c co} 
with c > 0 chosen sufficiently small to ensure that r does not separate the spectrum. 
We define the Dirichlet to Neumann operator, associated to A, B and C, 
R : C”(EIr) -+ C”(EI,-) 
by the composition of the following maps 
where Ai, = (f, f) is the diagonal inclusion and Aif(f, g) = f-g is the difference operator. 
Then R is an essentially self-adjoint, positive definite, elliptic operator of order 1 (cf. Lemma 3.5). 
Theorem 1.1 (Mayer-Vietoris Type Formula for Determinants [l]). Let (M, g) be a closed 
oriented Riemannian manifold of dimension d and A be an elliptic, essentially self-adjoint, 
positive definite differential operator of Laplace-Beltrami type acting on smooth sections of a 
vector bundle E + M. Then AB and R are essentially self-adjoint, positive definite elliptic 
operators and 
Det(A) = cDet(Ar, B) Det(R), 
where c is a local quantity which can be computed in terms of the symbols of A, B and C along r. 
Remark. The above result can be extended to manifolds with boundary. E.g., consider an ori- 
ented, compact, smooth manifold A4 whose boundary i3M is a disjoint union of two components 
a+M and 8-M with r f? i3M = 0, an operator A of Laplace-Beltrami type and differential 
elliptic boundary conditions B, respectively B- for A on i3+M respectively 8-M. Denote by 
A(‘) the operator A with domain {u E COO(E) 1 B+u = 0, B-u = 0). Then Theorem 1.1 remains 
true with A replaced by A(‘). 
2. The asymptotics of determinants of elliptic pseudodifferential operators with parameter 
Let V be an open angle in the complex h-plane and P(h), h E V, a family of pseudodifferential 
operators of order m, m a positive integer, acting on smooth sections of a vector bundle E +- M 
of rank u, where M denotes a closed smooth Riemannian manifold of dimension d. 
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Definition 2.1. (cf. [5]) The family P(A), h E V, is said to be a pseudodifferential operator 
with parameter of weight x > 0 if in any coordinate neighborhood U of M, not necessarily 
connected, and for an arbitarily fixed A. E V, the complete symbol p(h; x, 4) of P is in C”: (U x 
R”. End(@.“)> and, moreover, for any multiindices u and ,9, there exists a constant C,,, such that 
Ia;q[7(A.; X, 6)I < C,,(l + [<I + ]li]qin-‘@‘. 
Definition 2.2. P(h) is called classical if in any chart the complete symbol ~(h; X, <) admits 
an expansion of the form 
where p,(rXk; X, ~6) = t’pj(h; X, t) (r > 0, j 6 m). The family P(A) is said to be elliptic 
M.ith parameter if pm(h; x, <) is invertible for all x E M. 6 t Tr*(M) and A. E V satisfying 
161 + IVX # O. 
Definition 2.3. Let Q be an elliptic pseudodifferential operator. The angle n is called an Agmon 
angle for Q if for some 6 > 0, spec( Q) (7 A, = 0, where spec( Q) denotes the spectrum of Q 
and A, = {z E c 1 T - E < arg(z) < n + E or IzI x E}. 
Theorem 2.4. Let P (A. j be an essentially self-udjoint, positive definite, classical pseudodiffer- 
ential operator of order m E N with parameter h E V of weight x > 0 such that 
(i) P(h) is elliptic with parameter and 
(ii),for each h E V, P(h) has n as an Agmon angle. 
Then log Det P(h) admits an asymptotic expansion for h E V, Ihl -+ 00, of the form 
c1? d 
log Det P(A) - c Tj lA_-j’x + cq;lAlj’x log ]A]. 
j=-d j=O 
The coefficients Xi and qj can be evaluated in terms of the symbol of P and k//hi. In particular, 
x0 is independent ofperturbations by lower order operators, whose orders differ at least by d + 1 
from the order of P(h). 
For the convenience of the reader we include the proof of this theorem which can be found in 
the appendix of [I]. 
Proof of Theorem 2.4. We divide the proof into several steps. 
Step 1. By a standard procedure we construct a parametrix for R(p, A) = (p - P(h))-’ 
(,c 6 0). 
Step 2. Define RN(~.L, h) to be a conveniently chosen approximation of R(p, h) and write 
P(h)-’ = PN(~; s) + P;y()L; s), where Pn(A; s) = (1/2ni) sy w-“Rn(w, h.)du and where y 
denotes a contour around the negative axis, enclosing the origin in clockwise orientation. Then 
for s in G with Res sufficiently large, c(s) = qN(s) + &J(S), where ((s) = tr P(X)-‘. <n(s) = 
tr PN(h. s), and <i(s) = trFN(h, s). 
Step 3. Describe an asymptotic expansion of a/&&o cN(h, s) as h -+ cc. 
Step 4. Provide an estimate for the remainder term 6’/8s],,c (>(A. s) as h -+ co. 
Step 5. Provide a formula for no. 
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Step 1. We want to construct a parametrix for R(I_L, h) = (p - P(h))-’ (,u < 0). Consider 
the equation (p - p(h; x, e)) o r(p, A; x, 6) = Id, where o denotes mulplication in the al- 
gebra of symbols. Introduce, for u = ((Y ,, . . . , ad), the standard notation u ! = aI ! . . . ad !, 
8; = (a/acl)al . . . (a/&)ad and Df = (l/i)“Y<. 
Write T(P, h; X, 6) - T-~(P., A.; x, <) + Y-,-I (/A, A; X, 6) + . . . , where r-j&, A; x, <> is 
positive homogeneous of degree -j in (c, p’lrn, Al/X). Then we obtain the following formula: 
y-,(/A k x, <) = (P - P,(k x, c>>-’ 
andforj 3 1, 
r-,-j(P,h;x,t) 
j-l 
= -_(P - P,(k x, 0)-l C C ia,“pn-i(k x, $)D~r--M--k(k k x, 6). 
k=O iul+l+k=j ’ 
The functions rj (p, h; x, 6) satisfy the following homogeneity condition 
rj(P/d, txh; X, t<) = tjrj(p, A; X, <) (t > 0). 
By a standard procedure, Cjao r_,_j(p, h; x, 6) gives rise to a pseudodifferential operator 
with parameter, called a parametrix for R (p, A). 
Step 2. Introduce a finite cover (Uj) of A4 by open charts and take a partition of unity pj, 
subordinate to Uj . Choose +j E Cr (Uj) such that +j = 1 in some neighborhood of suppqj. Let 
us fix local coordinates in every Uj and define the operators 
where rcN)(p, h; x, 6) = xJ!=il r_ m j (p, h; x, t) in the local coordinates of Uj. The approxi- ~
mation RN&, A) of the resolvent R(p, h) is defined by RN(v, A) = Cj Ri)(p, A). We need 
an estimate of R(p, A) - RN(~, h) in trace norm. The latter is denoted by 111 . 11. 
Lemma 2.5. Choose N > 3d/2 + m. Then for h E VI and p E IF- with IpI suficiently large 
IIIR(p, A) - RN(P, hIllI -=z CNU + lhl)-‘N-3d’2-m”X(1 + lAl>-2, 
where VI is an angle whose closure is contained in V, VI (< V. 
Proof. Define TN(/J,,~) by (/A- P(h))R~(p,h) = Id-T,v(p,h). From (F--P(h)).R(p,h) = Id 
we then conclude that R(p, A) - R,,,(,u, h) = R(p, k)TN(p, h). 
The claimed estimate of the lemma follows, once we have proved that for some t > d 
IIRk h)II LZ +L2 6 C(1 + I/w1 (2.1) 
(A E VI < V, ,u E IK, IpI sufficiently large) and 
IITN(P-~)IILGHT 6 CT(l + lhl”x + lpl”m)-N+s (2.2) 
because, from (2.2) we can conclude that TN(~, h) is a pseudodifferential operator of order 
--t < -d and hence of trace class, when considered as an operator on L2-sections of E -+ M. 
The estimate (2.1) is standard (cf. e.g. [5]) and (2.2) follows from the fact that the symbol 
t,b (11. h: .x. c) of TRr(p, h) satisfies 
lD#t,“(LL, h; X. <)I 6 C,,(l + ]<I + ]h]“X + ]/PV-‘fi’. 
Thus the norm of 7’~(p, h) as an operator from H” to HS+r is 
O(1 + ]h/“X + ]_L]“‘)Z)-N+Y 
Therefore 
~~~~~~~~ = O(l + Ipp + Ipp’n)-N+id’Z. 17 
Sr~p 3. Next we study the asymptotic expansion of a/a~].~,~) <N(h, s) as h --f +x. Recall that 
P,, (h. s) = (1,/2ni) ./’ dppP RN (p, A). Its Schwarz kernel is given by 
As a consequence, 
where I;(“. h. X) = (1/2ni) hd de iy dpF_‘r_,,,__,(p, h: x, 6). By the change of variables 
6 = ]h] ‘lx 6’. p, = ]h ]“/X p’ and by using the homogeneity of r_,,,- , , we obtain 
Z;(.s, A. x) = &IA~‘d-““-‘liX j” d< J’dj_qPr_,,,_,(y. AllhI; x. 0. 
II@ Y 
We need to investigate Jk(s. h. X) := (1/2ni) ji,, d< ./, dpp-‘r_,,_k(p. h//Al: x, 6). 
Lemma 2.6. Let w E V with [WI = 1. Then Jk(s, w; x) is holomorphic in s in the halj’plane 
Re s > (d - k)/m and it admits a meromorphic continuation in the complex s-plane. The point 
s = 0 is always regular and Jk(O. w: x) = 0 if k > d. 
Proof. (i) Integrating by parts with respect to p, one obtains 
Jk (s, w; x) 
s 1 .I XZ 4 L 1E” (1 -s) . . (1 - s) 2ni .I (- l)‘dllPP’+’ Lr_,,,__k(/l, W: .Y. 6). :, i31*’ 
It‘ 1 > Re s - 1, the contour integral reduces to 
Further. the matrix (?l’/<jF.‘)rPrn_k can be estimated 
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Thus, for Res > (d - k)/m, the integral 
converges absolutely and therefore is a holomorphic function in s. Moreover, -(sin ns)/(n (1 - 
s) . . . (1 -s)) is entire. In all, we have proved that &(s, h; x) is holomorphic in Re s > (d -k)/m. 
(ii) Next let us prove that Jk (s, h; x) can be meromorphically continued to the entire complex 
s-plane. To keep the exposition simple let us assume that P(h) is a scalar pseudodifferential 
operator. The expressions r_,_k (CL, w; x , <) have been defined in a recursive fashion and are sums 
oftermsoftheform(~--_p,(w;x,~))-’q~,~(~;~,~)withZ 3 l,whereord(qJ = -m-k+ml 
and ql,k is an expression, independent of ,x, involving only the symbols ~,,_~(w; x, 6) and their 
derivatives with 0 < j < k. 
It follows from the recursive definition of the r&-k that I has to satisfy 1 3 k + 1 and thus, 
in the case k 3 1, Jk consists of a sum of terms of the form 
= (S dtqu(W XT t)(Pm(W x, 6))-‘-‘+’ >( (-l)'_' -------s(s+l)~~~(s+E-2) ) Rd (I - l)! > 
where after integration by parts we used Cauchy’s formula. As lwl = 1, it follows from Defi- 
nition 2.1 that the integrand ql,k(@; x, 6)~~ (w; x, ~)+-‘+’ is absolutely integrable in 16 1 < 1. 
Thus one only needs to consider the integral over It ( > 1. For o fixed, the symbols qj,k and pm are 
classical and admit an asymptotic expansion in $-homogeneous functions. Consider two cases: 
Case 1: k = 0. Using that r-, (EL., w; x, 6) = (p - pm (w; x, <))-’ we conclude that 
Recall that o with 1~1 = 1 is fixed and thus pm(w; x, c) defines an elliptic pseudodifferential 
operator P,,, (w; x, 0) and we can apply the standard theory of complex powers of elliptic oper- 
ators (cf. e.g. [4]) to conclude that JRd dep,( w; x, ~)-” has a meromorphic continuation in the 
whole complex s-plane, with at most simple poles and that s = 0 is a regular point. The poles 
are located at Sj = (d - j)/m with j E {0, 1,2, . . . } \ {d}. 
Case 2: k > 1. As it was observed by Guillemin [3] and Wodzicki [7] in the context of 
non-commutative residues, hd q[,k(W; x, e)(p,(w; x, ~))-‘-‘+’ de admits a meromorphic con- 
tinuation to the whole complex s-plane with at most simple poles. Thus 
S. 
s 
@qf,k(W; x, 6)(P,(% x, <))-S-‘+1 
&4/J 
must be regular at s = 0. This shows that Jk(s, w; x) (k > 1) is meromorphic and that s = 0 is 
a regular point. 
(iii) Let k > d + 1 - m. Observe that 
b--m-k&U., w; x, (>I 6 ck(l + bd’m + Itl>-“-k. 
As m 2 1, the integral ./k(s, w; x) = (1/2ni) lnd dc ly dpp-Sr_,_k(p, w; x, $) converges 
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absolutely at s = 0. Evaluating at s = 0, one obtains 1, dpr_,_k(p, w; x, 4) = 0 and thus 
Jk(O,w:x) =Ofork > d. 0 
By the above lemma, we see that 
Hence, with N* = min(N - 1, d), 
a 
P/v(h,s;x,x) = & z /a.‘d--k”x;~k(s. A,,*,; “)lszzo 
rn 1 N* 
-__ 
c 
x (2n)d k,,J 
ihi(d-k”X log lhl . Jk(@ h/lhl; X). 
Step 4. We have to estimate tr p;y (h, s), where 
&(h, s) = P(h)-S - PN(h, s) = & 
s 
dpC(Rtti, A) - &(A A)). 
Y 
The estimate of Lemma 2.5 implies that 
< ~(1 + Iq-(N-W-Wx 
and thus the asymptotic expansion given in Theorem 2.4 is proved. 
Step 5. In the notation introduced above, we obtain the following formula for no: 
where ./d(s, h; X) = (1/2ni) &+, d.$l, dPPFL-‘rr-vl-d(lu9 h/lhl; x, c). 
AS r_,,pd(p. k/IA]: x, 4) is defined recursively by (j 3 1) 
j-l 
= -(CL - Pnl(k x, w c c ~a”p,_,(h; x, ()qr+_k(p, h; x, t,, 
k=O lcz]+l+k:=j a! ’ 
we conclude that no only depends on ~,,-~(h/lhl: x, 6) for 0 6 j 6 d and its derivatives up to 
order d. Cl 
The following result is due to Voros [6] and Friedlander [2]. For the convenience of the reader 
we include Voros’s proof. 
Proposition2.7. LA{Ak}kal beasequencein VO,~/~ = {z E @ I --n/2+6 -C arg(z) < n/2-~}. 
possibly with multiplicities, arranged in such a way that 0 c Re ht < Re A2 < . I . . Assume 
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that the heat trace, Q(t) := CL0 ePth k (t > 0) admits an asymptotic expansion for t -+ 0 of the 
f O?Tl 
0(t) - CCint’“, 
n>o 
where& < Oandio < il < i2 < ... + +co. ForhwitkReh > O,let<(s, h) = x&(hk+h)-S. 
Then no = 0, where no is the constant term in the asymptotic expansion of -(d/ds)<(s, h)l,s,o 
for Ihl + +oo. 
Proof. It is well known that for Re s > -io, {(s, h) is well defined and {(s, 0) = l/ T(s) x 
loo0 G(t) . tS-’ dt. Let 
e -hkte-httS-l dt. 
Then {(s, h) = l/I(s) . q(s, A). For Res > -io, r](s, 3L) can be expanded in h for Ihl -+ cc 
Thus 
1 1 
I‘(s, A) = -V(S, h) - 
r(s) 
-h-’ C ci, r(s + i,)h+ . 
w n>o 
All functions involved are meromorphic functions of s. Moreover s = 0 is a regular point of 
{(s, h) and thus (d/ds)<(s, h)l,,o admits an asymptotic expansion in h of the form 
C 
in@?-U(0) 
ci,WWi~ + C cin$(s+i ,-I~(cy _ ljls=ni.pin 
in&- n 
Ci, 
- 
i,Ez_u(o) (i,)‘.. (--ljhp’” log*’ c 
where Z- is the set of all negative integers. This expansion shows that no = 0. 0 
3. Auxiliary results for the proof of Theorem 1.1 
We begin by collecting a number of results about operators related to A and I. Denote by 
H” (Er) the Sobolev spaces of Er-valued sections. Throughout Section 3 and Section 4 we 
assume that A satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 1.1 and fix E > 0, so that the spectrum of A 
is bounded from below by E. 
Lemma 3.1. (i) The operator AB : {u E C”(EI_) ( B(u) = 0) + P(Er) has a self-adjoint 
extension A, with domain II := {u E H2(Er) 1 B(u) = 0). 
(ii) The operator 1, is positive definite and its spectrum is bounded below by E. 
(iii) The operator 
(AI-, B) : C”“(Er) + C=‘(Er) 63 Cm(Erlr+ur-> 
defined by (A,-. B)(u) = (A,-(u), B(u)) can be extended to an invertible operator (AI-, B i 
(A,-, B)-: H’(Er) --+ L2(Er) 633 H2-“2(Erlr-ur-). 
Proof. (i) Using a partition of unity and integration by parts one shows that AB is symmetric. 
Clearly, AB is well defined and by a standard argument self-adjoint. To prove (ii) one first notices 
that for any u E C” (Er ) with ~11 T+,,T- = 0, one can find a sequence {&} such that supp(&) c 
M - I and $,, converges to u in H’(Er-). Observe that (AB&. &,) = (A&. &) 3 cIl$,,11’ 
and, integrating by parts, one concludes that (ABu. u) = lim,,,(A&, &) > •(ILI~I’. Thus (ii) 
follows. 
(iii) As A BIs injective, so is the extension (A ,-. B )Y To prove that this extension is onto, consider 
.I E L’(EI_) and 40 f H’P’/‘(ErIr+ur-)_ Choose any section u f H’(Er) so that Btl = po. 
As A 8 is invertible, there exists w E H2(Er) satisfying Asul = ,f - Ar ~1 and the boundary 
conditions BW = 0. Therefore u = w + u is an element in H2(E,-) with (AI-. Bfif = (,f, cp). 
Altogether one concludes that (AI-, Byis an isomorphism. c3 
Set (YI; = ei’r+2kn’ld for 0 < k < d - 1. where d = dim(M). 
Lemma 3.2. The following operators are invertible for 0 6 k < d - 1 and t 3 0 
(Ar - akt. B) : CW(Er) + C”(E,-) @ C”(E,.lr-,r ) 
PrOOf. As ck!k E @ \ R+ and thus, for t 3 0, ffkt 9 Spec(AB), the operator (AT - akt, B) is 
injective. To prove that this operator is onto one argues as in the proof of Lemma 3.l(iii). U 
Since (Al- -- ukt, B) is invertible, we can define the Poisson operator B(@t) associated to 
(.a,- -akt, B), P(CQt) : CW(ErIr+,,r ) --$ C”(Er), i.e.for50 f CX(Erlr+ur-m), c1 = P(arkr)q 
is the solution in C”( Er) of (Ar - (Ykt)u = 0 with boundary conditions ulr-urm = cp. 
Let B(Wkt) : C”(E Ir) + P(EIr) be the Dirichlet to Neumann operator corresponding to 
A I‘ - (Yk t, B and C. Then the following result holds: 
Lemma 3.3. .For 0 < k < d - 1, and t 3 0, R(CQf) is an invertible classicalpseudod$ferential 
operutor qf order I, which is elliptic with parameter t qf weight 1. 
Proof, In a sufficiently small collar neighborhood 1J of I. choose coordinates x = (x’. .Y) such 
that (x’. 0) E I’ and (a/as)l,,,.a, = u(,,,()). Let < = (<‘, ‘1) be coordinates in the cotangent space 
corresponding to the coordinates (x’, s). Let D, = (l/ i)(a/as) and write (A - akt) = A2 Df + 
A I D, + A,), where the A,;‘s are differential operators of order at most 2 - ,i. The A,,‘s induce, 
when restricted to r, differential operators, again denoted by A;, Aj : C” (E I r) + C” (E / 1.). 
Since OL(X, (t’, 7)) = II (t’, q)l12 and since W,O~ is the unit normal to r at (x’. 0). one has 
R?(X) = Id,r E: End,(E,X, E,) on r. 
Foranycp E C”(Elr)andr 3 Owecanchooseu E C”(Er)fC(E)suchthat(A -akt)~! = 0 
on M - r and ulr+ = (D = ulrm. Then (~u/&r)(x’.s) has a jump across r. which is 
-f?(Ukf)(~)(X.‘). Hence 
*( I 
as X . S) = -b!(CQt)(q7)(X’)H(.~) + U(X’, S), 
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where u(x’, s) E P(Erlu) n C(I!?[I/) and H(s) is the Heaviside function. Therefore, on U, 
(A - akt)u = AzR(akt)(q) 8 S,- - A$ + ;A$ + Aou. 
Since (A - czkt)u = 0 on M - r, we conclude that, on U n (M \ r), 
-A$ + iAl E + Aou = 0. 
i 
As -A2(i3u/&) + (l/i)At(au/as) + Aou E L’(Elu>, it follows that 
(A - akt)u = AZ. (. 8 &) . R(a$)cp. 
Using that A2 = Id on I’, one therefore obtains Id = J . (A - akt)-’ . ( . 63 &). R(akt) where J 
is the restriction operator to r. From this identity it follows that R(akt) is invertible. Moreover, 
setting 4 = R(akt)(~, 
R&t)-l$ = J . (A - a& . (4 63 6,) 
f&t)-‘(4 8 &)lx’? 17) drl d6’ 
a((A -wd-'W,O,6', rl)&t') 
Hence R(qt)-’ is a classical pseudodifferential operator of order - 1 with symbol 
and therefore R(ug) is a classical pseudodifferential operator of order 1 with parameter t of 
weight 1. The ellipticity with parameter of R((~kt) follows from the explicit formula of the 
symbol. 0 
Lemma 3.4. For E’ < n/d su.ciently small and 0 < k ,< d - 1, the operator R (q t) does not 
have any eigenvalues in A,!, where A,! = {z E c/n - E’ < arg(z) < n + E’ or IzI < E’}. Hence 
R(cqt) has n as an Agmon angle. 
Proof. By assumption, A : C”(E) + C”(E) is essentially self-adjoint and positive defi- 
nite. Let { +j]i21 be a complete orthonormal system of eigensections of A with corresponding 
eigenvalues {hj}j>l. Then (A - akt)-l$j = (;lj - Ukt)-‘$j. 
Moreover,foranyq E C”O(Elr),~D~6risanelementinH-‘(E)and(A-akt)-’(~o~~~) E 
L2 (E) . Therefore 
where dpr is the volume form on r induced from the metric on M and (. , .) is the Hermitian 
inner product on E. 
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Since R(akt)-’ = J . (A - ukt)-’ . (. @ 6,). one obtains for cp,, cp2 E Cm(Elr) 
Together with Lemma 3.3 this implies that 12,~ has an empty intersection with Spec R(cukr ). ill 
Using the above formula, one obtains as an immediate consequence the following 
Corollary 3.5. The operator R = R(0) is essentially self-adjoint and positive de$nite. 
Next we are collecting a number of results about operators involving the dth power of A and 
the submanifold r. 
Consider the families of operators Ad + td and A;! + td for nonnegative real numbers t. Then 
A” + t” and A$ + td are elliptic differential operators with parameter, where the weight oft is 2. 
Note that 
Ad, +_ td = (A,_ _ te’@)(& _ te3ir/d) . . (A,_ _ tef(~+?n(d-lW) J. 
Let us introduce the boundary conditions Bd(t). C,(t) by setting 
&(t) = (B, B(Ar-q$), B(Ar-cx,t)(Ar-a$). . . , B(AT-cxd_lt) 
and 
Cd(t) = (c, C(AI--sot), C(AI--qt)(A,--w). . . , C(Ayad_zt) 
It follows from Lemma 3.2 that the following operator is invertible: 
(A? -+ td, &j(t)) : C”(Er) -+ Cm(&) @ (@dC~(~I++,~--)) 
(AI--W)). 
Therefore the corresponding Poisson operator Pd(t) : @dCW(EIF+urm) -+ C”(Er) is well 
detined. 
Lemma 3.6. The Poisson operator Fd(t) associated to (A$ + td, Bd(t)) is given h? 
Fd(f)bo>. . > qd-I) = P@otbPo + (AI. .- ~ot);‘~(WthP~ +. .. 
+ (Ar - a,$),‘(A,- - CX, t)i’ . (A,- - &_2t);’ P(a&lt)&_, , 
Kxhere (AI- - cfkt)B is the restriction of A ,- - ukt to (u E CW(Er) / Bu = 0). 
Proof. Denoting the right hand side of the claimed identity by Qd (t) (cpo, . . . q& 1) one obtains 
(A; + td) . Qd(t)(q’o, . . . , qd-1) = (1. 
Moreover, for 0 < k 6 d - 1, Qd(t)(qo, . . , cpo,f_l) satisfies the boundary conditions 
(B(Ar - W-tt)(Ar - ak-zf) -. . (Ar - aot))Qd(t)(Po. . . . IDd-1) 
:= B(Ar - ak-1 t) . . . (Ar - aot)P(aot)qo + 
+ B(Ar -Uk_lt). (Ar -aot)(Ar --Olgt)g’ . . .(Ar-(Yk_,t)B’P((Ykt)40k+.” 
+ B(Ar -ak_lt). . . (Ar -aot)(Ar -(Ygt)g’ . (Ar -ad-2t),‘P(ad-,t)rp,l~I 
:= pk, 
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since (Ar - cljt)P(oljt) = 0 and B(Ar - ajt)g’ = 0. These two properties of Qd(t) establish 
the claimed identity. 0 
Further let us consider the boundary conditions Bd(t) and C,(t) for t = 0. Note that 
Bd(0) = (B, BAr, ... , BA$-‘); Cd(O) = (C, CAr, . . . , CA;-‘). 
Let !2 (t) be the following lower-triangular d x d matrix 
1 0 . . . 0 
1 . . . 0 
Q(t) = 
sot 
i : 
. 
. i 
. . 
. . : 
a0 
d-i td-l td-* c;i; &-kaf . . . 1 
Then Bd(0) = S2(t)Bd(t) as well as C,(O) = Q(t)&(t). Let Pd(t) := Pd(t)Q(t)-’ andnotice 
that Pd (t) is the Poisson operator corresponding to (A$ + td, Bd (0)). 
Consider the Dirichlet to Neumann operator Z&(t) = Aif . C,(t) . Fd(t) . A, corresponding 
to Ad, + td, Bd(t) and Cd(t). Then 
gd(t)(qO> . . . t qd-1) 
= Aif. (C, C(Ar - sot), . s., C(Ar - ad_zt). . . (Ar - sot)) 
. (f’(aot) A, 400 + (Ar - aot)i’P(alt) A, PI + ‘. . 
+ (Ar - aot)i’(Ar - a&’ . . . (AI- - ad-2t)g1P(ad-lt) 4, qd-1). 
Thus i&t) : ed C=‘(El,-) -+ ed P(E Ir) can be represented by a d x d matrix of upper 
triangular form, 
R(Uot) AirC(Ar--aut)~‘P(ait)Ai, . . . AirC(Ar--aat)~’ . ‘. (Ar-(Ild_2t)g1P(ad_lt)A, 
0 
ii 
R(w t) . . . AirC(Ar-ait),’ . . . (Ar-~d_2t)g1P(~d_lt)Ai, 
. . 
0 0 . . . R(ad-it) I3 
where R (ak t) is the Dirichlet to Neumann operator corresponding to Ar - ak t , B and C defined 
earlier. In particular, we conclude that & (t) is invertible and has n as an Agmon angle. 
Finally introduce the Dirichlet to Neumann operator Rd(t) associated to Ad, + td, Bd(0) and 
Cd (0). Then 
id(t) = Air. Cd(t) . Fd(t) . A, = Aif. a(t)-’ . Cd(O) . Pd(t) . S?(t) . A, 
= n(t)-’ Air. Cd(O) . Pd(t) . A,. Q(r) = a(t)-’ . Rd(t) . n(t). 
As a consequence, Rd(t) has the same spectrum as id(t) and therefore, Rd(t) is invertible, has 
TT as an Agmon angle and satisfies logDet(Rd(t)) = logDet(&(t)). In view of the fact that 
Z&(t) is of upper triangular form one has 
d-l 
log Det(kd(t)) = c lOgDet(R(a!,$)). 
k=O 
As A is positive and essentially selfadjoint, the operator Ad + td : Cm(E) -+ P(E) is 
invertible for t 3 0. Using the kernel k,(x, y) of (Ad + td)-’ this operator can be extended to 
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C”(E,-) by setting (~1 E C”(Er)) 
((Ad + td)-$4~) = 
s 
k,(x, Y)U(Y) dY. 
Mr 
It follows from Lemma 3.2 that 
(A$ + 6. &(t)) : Cm(Er) + C”(EI-) cB (@, C”(Erlr-a- 1) 
is invertible. Thus, since Bd(O) = B(t) Bd(t), we conclude that (Ad, + td, Bd(0)) is invertible as 
well. Denote by (A: + td)R,,co, the restriction of At + td to (U E C”(Er) / Bd(0)u = 0) and 
let (A$ + td)j&ji be its inverse. 
Lemma 3.7. c.4: + td)i,jcOJ = ((Ad + td)-$- - Pd(t) . Bd(0) ((Ad + td)-$-. 
Proof. Denote by Q(t) the right hand side of the claimed identity. One verifies that for IA E 
C‘(Er) 
(Ad, + td)Q(t)u = II 
and 
Bd(O)Q(l>u = &f(O) . ((A” + td>-‘) ru -- &j(O). ((Ad + td)-$-u = 0. 
These two identities imply that Q(t) = (A$ + t”)~,~~,~~. 0 
Lemma 3.8. (i) (d/dt)Pd(t) = -dtd-‘(Ady + td);jCO, . pd(t). 
(ii) &,(t)-’ . (d/d)&(t) = -dtd-l&(t)-’ &f. Cd(o) . (A; + t”)&,) . Pd(t) a,, 
In particular, d being the dimension of M, Rd(t)-’ (d/dt)Rd(t) is qf trace class. 
Proof. (i) Derive (A$ + td) . Pd(t) = 0 with respect to t to obtain 
(A$ + td) . $&(t) = -$(A: + t”) I’d(t) = -dtdp’&(t). 
Similarly. deriving Bd(O) . Pd(t) = Id with respect to t yields Bd(O)(d/dt) Pd(t) = 0. Hence 
(A:. + t%,,(O) . &f(t) = -dtd-‘P&t) 
and therefore 
;&(t) = -dtd-‘(A$ + td)&,, ' Pd(t). 
(ii) follows from the definition of Rd(t) and (i). 0 
Taking into account that &a(@d Cm(Elr)) = {(P, PO> I cp E @d C”(EIr)) we may define 
Prl. : &l(@d C%(Elr)) -+ @d C”(EIr) by Prr(V> V) = V. 
Corollary 3.9. 
Rr,(t)-’ . i&(l) = dtdp’Prr . Bd(O) ((Ad + td)-‘)r Pd(t) . a,, 
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Proof. By Lemma 3.7 and 3.8 
Ri(t)-’ . g Rd(t) = -dtd-’ (Air. C&O) . I’d(t) . A,,)-’ 
. Aif. Cd(O). (((Ad + td)-‘)r - Pd(t) * Bd(O) . ((Ad $- td)-‘)r) . Pd(t) * Ai,. 
Cle~lyAif~C~(0)~((Ad+td)-‘)r(U) = Of or u E C”(E) and thus Air. Cd(O). ((Ad + td)-‘)r . 
Pd(t) . Aia = 0. Therefore Rd(t)-i . (d/dt)&(t) = dtd-‘(Aif * Cd(O) . Pd(t) . A,)-’ . Aif. 
Cd(O). Pd(t). &(O) . ((Ad + td)-‘)r. . Pd(t). A,. Note that for any u E P(Er), the boundary 
values of ((Ad + td)-‘)rU on P and r- are the same, i.e., 
&(0)((Ad + td)-‘)rUlr+ = &(0)((Ad + td)-‘)r+. 
Hence 
Bd(0).((Ad+td)-‘)r.Pd(t).A, = Ai,.Prr.Bd(0).((Ad+td)-‘)~.Pd(t).Ai~. q 
As (Ad + td)-‘, (Ad, + td)&,, and Rd(t)-l (d/dt) Rd(t) are of trace class we can apply the 
well known variational formula for regularized determinants: 
Lemma 3.10. Let Q(t) denote any ofthe operators Ad + td, (Ad + td)B,(o) or Rd(t). Then, for 
any t 3 0, 
i 1ogDet Q(t) = tr(Q(t)-‘-$Q(t)). 
4. Proof of the Theorem 1.1 
In the case where the operator A-’ is of trace class, the proof of Theorem 1.1 is considerably 
simpler. Unfortunately, this is only the case if the dimension d of M is equal to 1. Our strategy is 
to first prove a version of Theorem 1.1 for Ad (Lemma 4. l), using the fact that (Ad)-’ is of trace 
class. Together with the auxiliary results of Section 3 and the asymptotic expansion derived in 
Section 2, the proof of Theorem 1.1 is then completed. 
Lemma 4.1. Let Ad + td and (Ad, + td, &(O)) be as above. Then, for t 3 0, 
3 
logDet(Ad + td) - logDet(A$ + td, &(o))) = -$ log Det R&t). 
Proof. Define w(t) := (d/dt)(log Det(Ad + td) - logDet((Ad, + td), &(o))). By Lemma 3.10 
and Lemma 3.7 
dt) = tr $Ad + td) * (Ad + td)-’ - -$(A; + td)B,co, . (A$ + td)ijco, 
> 
= dtd-’ tr((Ad + td)-’ - (A; + td);&) 
= dtd-’ tr(((Ad + td)-l)r - (Ad, + td)&,j) 
= dtd-’ tr(Pd(t) . &j(o) . ((Ad + td)-‘)r). 
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On the other hand, by Lemma 3.10, Corollary 3.9 and the commutativity of the trace, 
i 1ogDet Z&(t) = tr z&(r) . Z?d(t)-’ 
> 
= dtd-’ tr(Prr . Bd(O) . ((Ad + td)-‘)~ . Pd(t) . a,,) 
= df-’ tr(Pd(t) . A,. PQ 1 Bd(O) ((Ad + td)-‘)r_) 
= dtd-’ tr(Pd(t) . &(O) . ((Ad + td)-‘)r). 
Combining the above two identities shows that 
w(t) = $lOgDet Rd(t). q 
Since log Det Rd(t) = ct!A log Det R(@), we conclude from Lemma 4.1 that 
d-l 
log Det(Ad + Id) - logDet((Ad, + td), &(O)) = E + Clog Det R(W). 
k=O 
(4.1) 
where 2 is independent of t. 
Note that log Det(Ad + td), log Det(Ad, + td, &(O))andlogDetR((Ykt)(O 6 k 6 d- 1) have 
asymptotic expansions as t -+ +oo. Since the eigenvalues of Ad +td and (Ad, +td)~dcoj satisfy the 
condition in Proposition 2.7, the constant erms in the asymptotic expansions of log Det(Ad + td) 
and logDet((Ad, + td), Bd(O)) are zero. Let no(R(akt)) be the constant erm in the asymptotic 
expansion of log Det(R(a!kt)). Then z = - ~~~~ qI(R(o!kt)), which is computable in terms of 
the symbol of R(&t) by Theorem 2.4. 
Lemma 4.2. (i) Det(Ad,, Bd(0)) = (Det(Ar, B))d; 
(ii) Det(Ad) = (Det A)d. 
Proof. Statement (i) follows from the fact that h is an eigenvalue of AB if and only if hd is an 
eigenvalue of (Ad,)~~g,) and (ii) is proved in the same way. q 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Setting t = 0 in (4. l), one obtains 
log Det Ad - log Det(Ad,, Bd(O)) = C + log Det Rd (0). 
By Lemma4.2,log(Det A)d -log(Det(Ar, B))d = c’+log(Det R)d. Hence log Det A = log(c)$- 
logDet(Ar, B) + 1ogDet R, where log(c) = -(l/d) ~~~~ no(R(cxkt)). Using the result of 
Theorem 2.4, Theorem 1.1 follows. 0 
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